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Abstract
Background: Lung fibrosis is being reported as one of the complications of COVID-19 pulmonary pneumonia, and it is one of the long-term complications of Covid-19. Fibrosis is associated with non-reversible lung dysfunction with reduced lung functions. The aim of this study is to diagnose, early detection and predict the prognosis of such patients whom may develop such serious complication, thus early introduction of anti-fibrotic drugs to save them from lung damage.

Methods & Results: From April 2022 to May 2022, 100 patients in All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Patna, Bihar, who was confirmed COVID-19 by RT-PCR test, were evaluated by follow-up MDCT. A comparative study was done using follow-up data from the acquired CT images (different radiological signs and residual fibrotic changes). The cause for post-COVID-19 lung fibrosis is still unknown, however some predicting factors such as old age, cigarette smoking, high CT severity score, and long-term mechanical ventilation helps in predicting the prognosis of the patients.

Conclusions: MDCT provides helpful assessment in post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis and other post-covid related complications. Suitable aid like introduction of anti-fibrotic can be provided to the patients on time to avoid pulmonary complications.
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Introduction
COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019) is an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), a strain of coronavirus. The first cases were seen in Wuhan, China, in December 2019 before spreading globally, with more than 3 million deaths and 140 million cases now confirmed. The current outbreak was officially recognized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11 March 2020.[1]

Studies have shown that the most important risk factors for poor outcome are increasing age, male sex and obesity. Indeed obesity seems to trump all other comorbidities as a risk factor and its risk is not limited to inpatient populations[2].

Medical therapy or even lung transplantation owing to pulmonary complications[3]. Patients
recovered from COVID-19 identifies potential respiratory problems including chronic cough, fibrotic lung disease, bronchiectasis, and pulmonary vascular disease. COVID-19 leads to a variety of respiratory diseases with high occurrence of Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Observational studies, has shown that some SARS-CoV-1 survivors have developed fibrotic pulmonary disease & restrictive lung abnormalities associated with impaired exercise tolerance. Fibrosis has never been reported after H1N1 pneumonia. It is reported that approximately 30% of people with SARS has persisting lung abnormalities after their acute illness with fibrosis has been reported in about 8% of patients with SARS and 20% of patients with H7N9 influenza. 140 million people have already been affected by COVID-19 in the course of this pandemic. The majority of the population has mild form of infection, 15% have a severe COVID-19 pneumonia.

The extent and severity of the long term respiratory complications of covid-19 infection remain to be seen, but emerging data indicate that many patients experience persistent respiratory symptoms months after their initial illness. COVID-19 complications may range from mild form of fatigue to serious forms requiring long-term Oxygen and ARDS. Most of the patients has recovered with no lung symptoms, many other patients suffer residual lung sequelae. Till now, there is no proven treatment of post-COVID 19 lung fibrosis; the use of anti-fibrotics in the early acute phase of severe disease with ARDS may reduce fibrosis. The aim of this study is to diagnose, early detection and predict the prognosis of such patients whom may develop such serious complication, thus early introduction of anti-fibrotic drugs to save them for lung damage.

Methods

Study design
100 patients were taken in cross sectional study which include 50 males (50%) and 50 females (50%) with age range from 25 to 75 years old (mean age of 43.2 years old) were enrolled in this study in All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Patna, Bihar, during the period from April to May 2022. The male-to- female ratio was designed to 1:1. Patients with age range 60-75 years old were 30 patients, from 45-60 years old were 35 patients, and those ranging from 25-45 years old were 35 patients. All patients were subjected to full clinical data taking including age, sex, exposure history, and clinical complaint.

Consent from patients
A written consent was taken from all patients accepting to participate in our research work. All patients included in this research gave written informed consent to publish the data contained within this study.

Inclusion Criteria
Patients who was confirmed diagnosed case of covid by polymerase chain reaction test (RT-PCR) with positive CT findings earlier, now follow-up CT was done with negative RT-PCR result to assess degree of recovery and residual fibrotic lung changes. Follow-up at 4–6 weeks and 9–12 weeks for patients with residual symptoms and/or residual lung fibrotic changes was done.

Exclusion Criteria
Chronic Interstitial Lung Diseases, respiratory motion artifact, pregnant females, and patients with any other chronic medical condition such as Diabetes, hypertension, autoimmune disease etc, are not taken in the study group.

CT Imaging Findings
Initial CT-findings in COVID-19 cases include bilateral, multifocal ground glass opacification (GGO) with a peripheral or posterior distribution, mainly in the lower lobes and less frequently in the middle lobe. Consolidation superimposed on GGO as the initial imaging presentation is found in a smaller number of cases, mainly in the elderly population. Septal thickening, bronchiectasis, pleural thickening, and subpleural involvement are some of the less common findings, mainly in the later stages of the disease. Pleural effusion, pericardial effusion, lymphadenopathy, cavitation, CT halo sign, and pneumothorax are some of the uncommon but possible findings seen with disease progression. There is much overlap of the CT-
pattern of COVID-19 with other viral pneumonias. CT features like bronchovascular bundle distortion, fibrotic strips, traction bronchiectasis, architectural distortion, and interlobar septal thickening are suggestive of pulmonary fibrosis. CT was done after recovery from covid infection and having negative PCR results at 4–6 weeks interval and at 9–12 weeks. Two radiologists being blinded to the clinical data, assessed the CT image and analysed the CT severity score in each study.

CT Severity Score
The severity of the lung involvement on the CT correlates with the severity of the disease.[10, 11]. Visual assessment:

Table 1: Clinical history of patients enrolled in our study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical History</th>
<th>Number of Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
<td>70 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry cough</td>
<td>55 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>50 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anosmia</td>
<td>30 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The severity on CT can be estimated by visual assessment. This is the easiest way to score the severity. The CT images show a 25% involvement by visual assessment.

Another method is by scoring the percentages of each of the five lobes that is involved:

1) <5% involvement
2) 5%-25% involvement
3) 26%-49% involvement
4) 50%-75% involvement
5) 75% involvement.

The total CT score is the sum of the individual lobar scores and can range from 0 (no involvement) to 25 (maximum involvement), when all the five lobes show more than 75% involvement. Some say that the percentage of lung involvement can be calculated by multiplying the total score times 4.

Ethical Consideration
Written informed consent was taken from all patients with total protection to patient confidentiality were taken care.

Statistical analysis
Presented as medians and interquartile ranges and categorical variables are described as whole numbers with percentages in brackets.

Results
This cross-section study included 100 patients (50 males, 50 females) with age ranging from 25 to 75 years (mean age of 43.2 years), which was confirmed by RT-PCR test. They were then performed MDCT of the chest as a follow-up and to rule out other complications. CT was performed at initial presentation (after RT-PCR+ve report) & then follow-up chest scan was done. Some patients had more than one clinical history. Follow-up CT chest was done after negative RT-PCR test to assess pulmonary fibrosis and lung changes. Follow-up at 4–6 weeks and 9–12 weeks for patients with residual symptoms and/or residual lung fibrotic changes was done. Most common presenting complaint was fever, seen in 70 patients (70%); 55 patients suffered from dry cough (55%), 50 patients had dyspnea (50%), and 30 patients had anosmia (30%) (Table 1).

Some of the patients was also chronic smoker, about 40 patients used to smoke (40%). (More than 20 cigarettes/day for more than 10 years.) Post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis was highly seen in patient ranging from 60-75-year age group (16/30 patients; 53.3%) followed by mild higher prevalence in 45–60-year age group (9/35 patients; 25%), than 25–45-year age group (6/35 patients; 17%). Patient who used to smoke cigarette showed much higher incidence of post-pulmonary fibrosis as compared to non-smoker. 22 patients develop post pulmonary fibrosis from 40 smokers who used to smoke (55%) (Fig.3). The mild group of patients with (CT-SS of 1–17) (58 patients) showed less liability for post-COVID-19 fibrosis seen only in 12 patients (20.6%) whereas the severe group (CT-SS of 18–25) (42 patients) showed higher incidence of post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis seen in 22 patients (52.38%). Our study reveals that male are more susceptibility of having post-COVID-19 lung
fibrosis than females, as 19 males out of total 50 males was found to post-COVID-19 fibrosis (38%) in comparison to female patients where only 11 patients had post-COVID-19 lung fibrosis (22%), thus males are subjected to post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis than females. MDCT imaging features suggesting fibrosis were bronchovascular bundle distortion, fibrotic strips, traction bronchiectasis, architectural distortion, subpleural curvilinear atelectasis, and interlobular septal thickening.

**Fig 1:** Cigarettes smoker showed much higher incidence of post pulmonary fibrosis than nonsmoking one

**Fig 2:** CT severity score above 17/25 showed much higher incidence of post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis

**Fig 3:** Males are 1.7 times more subjected to post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis than females
Discussion

COVID-19 usually presents with fever (85%), cough (70%) and shortness of breath (43%), but abdominal and other symptoms are possible and the disease can be asymptomatic. Illness severity can vary from mild to critical. Most of mild to moderate cases have completely recovered by home isolation & only small proportion of severe cases gets complicated to Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) despite receiving adequate medical treatment[12].

Post-COVID lung fibrosis causes permanent pulmonary architectural distortion and irreversible pulmonary dysfunction[13]. Possible mechanism for fibrosis are: Cytokine storm caused by an abnormal immune mechanism may lead to initiation and promotion of pulmonary fibrosis. Epithelial and endothelial injury occurs in the inflammatory phase of ARDS due to dysregulated release of matrix metalloproteinases. VEGF and cytokines such as IL-6 and TNFα are also involved in the process of fibrosis.[14].

Our study was done initially at 3–4 weeks after onset of clinical symptoms and another at 10–12 weeks later for recording the progress of post-COVID-19 lung fibrosis. In our research, risk factors were correlated to predict possibility of development of post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis such as advanced age, increased disease severity, sex, smoking, prolonged ICU admission and duration of mechanical ventilation, and CT severity score (CT-SS). Our study showed that age ranging from 60-75-year age group develop post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis higher than any other age group patients (16 patients out of 30; 53.%) who developed pulmonary fibrosis. This is matching to study by Wong et al.[15], who stated that older people are more likely to develop pulmonary fibrosis following MERS. Low incidence of post covid lung fibrosis was noted in 45–60 year age group (9 patients out of 35; 25%), and 25–45-year age group (6 out of 35 patients; 17 %); this was also noticed by Das K.M, et al [16] that correlated age with MERS and SARS-CoV 2 pulmonary fibrosis development. Our study also reveals that males are 1.7 times more subjected to post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis than females, as 19 males out of total of 50 males developed post-COVID-19 fibrosis (38%) as compared to female patients with only 11 patients with post-COVID-19 lung fibrosis (22%). This is caused by the effect of androgen which promotes the transcription of transmembrane protease, serine 2 gene that encoded protein primes the spike protein of SARS-Cov-2, thus impair antibody response and facilitate fusion of the virus and host cells[17].

Our study also showed that cigarette smoking has much higher chances of post-pulmonary fibrosis as compared to non-smokers. As from the 40 smoking patients, 22 developed post-pulmonary fibrosis (55%). That was stated by Vardavas C.I., et al.[18] that smokers are 1.4 times more likely to have severe symptoms of COVID-19 and 2.4 times more likely to need ICU admission and mechanical ventilation or die compared to non-smokers patients. CT severity score (CT-SS) also plays an important role in prediction of pulmonary fibrosis; in our study, we found that patients with mild CT-SS (1–17) (58 patients) showed less chances for post-COVID-19 fibrosis, seen only in 12 patients (20.6%) whereas with severe group of CT-SS (18–25) (42 patients) showed higher chances of post-COVID-19 pulmonary fibrosis as in 22 patients (52.38%). That is matching with the study of Zhou F., et al [19] who stated that increased disease severity is a reliable indicator of lung tissue destruction and correlates with mortality risk. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 80% of SARS-CoV-2 infections are mild, 14% develop severe symptoms, and 6% will become critically ill.

Potential antifibrotic therapies might have beneficial effects in the treatment of COVID-19 through a range of different mechanisms, such as preventing viral uptake and replication, inhibiting viral signalling, and through beneficial effects on the renin–angiotens in system[14]. Although there is clearly much work to be done before these drugs could be considered safe, let alone beneficial in the context of COVID-19, the medical community should be reassured that there
is biological rationale to suggest that antifibrotic therapies might have potential as novel therapeutics for severe COVID-19.
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